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The iterator design pattern

Problem: The user wants to do some custom 
processing, e.g, find the sum or standard deviation.

Cannot anticipate all the custom processing 
requests.

Solution: Provide the user with the ability to 
iterate through all the values of the list.
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ListLIterator

+ setIterListL(listL: ListL<T> const *)
+ first( )
+ next( )
+ hasNext( ) const: bool
+ isDone( ) const: bool
+ currentItem( ) const: T const &

T

– _listL: shared_ptr<const ListL<T>>
– _current: shared_ptr<LNode<T>>

ListL

+ ListL( )
+ append(data: T const &)
+ clear( )
+ concat(suffix: ListL<T> &)
+ contains(data: T const &) const: bool
– copyHead(rhs: ListL<T> const &): shared_ptr<LNode<T>>
+ equals(rhs: ListL<T> const &) const: bool
+ first( ) const: T const &
+ isEmpty( ) const: bool 
+ length( ) const: int
+ max( ) const: T const &
+ operator=(rhs: ListL<T> const &): ListL<T> &
+ prepend(data: T const &)
+ remFirst( ): T
+ remLast( ): T
+ remove(data: T const &)
+ reverse( )
+ setFirst(data: T const &)
+ toStream(os: ostream &) const
+ unZip( ): shared_ptr<ListL<T>>
+ zip(other: ListL<T> &)

T

– _head: shared_ptr<LNode<T>> LNode
– _data: T
– _next: shared_ptr<LNode<T>>
– LNode(data: T const &)

T

Figure 6.23 The UML class diagram for the iterator for the ListL data structure.

when myList has initial values (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). After execution, myList has values
(1, 3, 5, 7) and yourList has values (2, 4, 6). In the figure, result is a local variable
that is a pointer to a list. The box in the figure labeled result is result->_head.

A special case is myList initially empty or having only one value. In that case,
myList is unchanged, and yourList is empty. Otherwise, you must set up the in-
variant before the loop executes, and maintain the invariant each time the loop executes.
Implementation of unZip() is an exercise.

6.2 The Iterator Pattern
Abstraction is the hiding of detail. The ListL data structure allows the user to store and
retrieve data without using the pointer details of the implementation, which are hidden.
For example, to append the value 5 to a list the user need onlywritemyList.append(5)
with no pointer manipulations visible in the method call.

It would be impossible for the designer of a data structures library to anticipate all
the processing requirements of the users. For example, suppose a user wanted some
statistics from numeric values in the list such as the sum or the standard deviation. You
could include a sum and standard deviation method in the library but whatever special-
ized methods you put in it, your user community would inevitably want others that you
did not include.

The iterator design pattern solves the problem of hiding the pointer details of the
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The aggregation relation

Symbol:

Relation: Has-a-link-to-but-is-not-the-owner-of

Owner: Responsible for allocation and deallocation.

ListL
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template<class T>
class ListLIterator {
private:

shared_ptr<const ListL<T>> _listL;
shared_ptr<LNode<T>> _current;

public:
void setIterListL(shared_ptr<const ListL<T>> listL) {

_listL = listL;
}

// Post: Positions the iterator to the first element.
void first() { _current = _listL->_head; }

// Post: Advances the current element.
void next() { _current = _current->_next; }

// Post: Checks whether there is a next element.
bool hasNext() const { return bool(_current->_next); }

// Post: Checks whether at end of the list.
bool isDone() const { return !_current; }

// Pre: The current element exists.
// Post: The current element of this list is returned.
T const &currentItem() const {

if (!_current) {
cerr << ”currentItem precondition violated: ”

<< ”Current element does not exist.” << endl;
throw -1;

}
return _current->_data;

}
};

Figure 6.24 Specifications and implementation of the ListL iterator.

implementation while giving the user access to all the values in the list for custom pro-
cessing. Figure 6.23 is the UML class diagram for the ListLIterator. It has two
private attributes, _listL, which is a pointer to a ListL, and _current, which is a
pointer to an LNode.

Inspection of the attributes of ListLIterator seems to indicate class composi-
tion. That is, it seems that the iterator is composed of a list and a node. The symbol

with the hollow diamond indicates aggregation as opposed to composition. Aggre-
gation is similar to composition as they both arise from one class having another class
as its attribute. With composition, the class owns its attribute. With aggregation, the
class has a link to an object that is owned by another entity. Composition is the has-a
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// ========= operator<< =========
template<class T>
ostream &operator<<(ostream &os, ListL<T> const &rhs) {

rhs.toStream(os);
return os;

}

// ========= toStream =========
template<class T>
void ListL<T>::toStream(ostream &os) const {

os << ”(”;
for (auto p = _head; p; p = p->_next) {

if (p->_next) {
os << p->_data << ”, ”;

} else {
os << p->_data;

}
}
os << ”)”;

}

Figure 6.6 The output methods for the ListL data structure.

or it could represent myList._head, which is a pointer to a node. You can determine
which it represents by the type of the identifier. For example, in Figure 6.13 on page 189
the box for rhs represents a list because rhs has type ListL. In the same figure, the
box for _result represents a pointer to a node because result has type LNode *.

Figure 6.3 shows that ListL and NodeL have constructors, methods, and global
functions. Each of these operations fall into one of the following four categories:

• Output and characterization

• Construction and insertion

• Destruction and removal

• Manipulation

The code in the dp4ds distribution specifies preconditions and postconditions for each
of the methods. The following sections describe the methods, giving the code for some
of them and leaving the code for others as exercises at the end of the chapter.

Output and characterization
Thesemethods do notmodify the list data structure, and so are the simplest to implement.
They output a string representation of the list to the terminal, check if the list is empty,
access the data value of the first node, compute the length of the list, determine the
maximum value in the list, test if the list contains a specific value, and test if two lists
are equal. Figure 6.5 shows the specification for this group of methods. Because the
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// ========= toStream4 =========
template<class T>
void ListL<T>::toStream4(ostream &os) const {

ListLIterator<T> iter;
iter.setIterListL(this->shared_from_this());
os << ”(”;
for (iter.first(); !iter.isDone(); iter.next()) {

if (iter.hasNext()) {
os << iter.currentItem() << ”, ”;

} else {
os << iter.currentItem();

}
}
os << ”)”;

}

Figure 6.25 The iterator version of toStream() in Figure 6.6.

relationship. Aggregation is the has-a-link-to-but-is-not-the-owner-of relationship.
To own an attribute is to be responsible for its allocation and deallocation. For ex-

ample, the reason a ListL owns an LNode is because the list is responsible for allocat-
ing and deallocating the node. Figure 6.10 shows the code for a list allocating a node
with prepend(), and Figure 6.15 shows the code for a list deallocating a node with
clear().

On the other hand, an iterator does not own a list or a node. You use an iterator
with a pre-existing list. An iterator never allocates a node or a list. Figure 6.24 shows
the specification and implementation of the iterator. The first method, setIterListL,
does not allocate a new list. It assumes pre-existing list listL and sets its attribute to
refer to that list.

The iterator maintains a current position in a list, somewhat like a cursor. Method
first() sets the cursor to the first element, next() advances the cursor, hasNext()
checks whether there is a next element in the list, isDone() checks if the cursor has
reached the end of the list, and currentItem() returns the data value at the current
position.

Figure 6.25 shows how to use the iterator to implement toStream4(), an alternate
implementation of toStream(). The logic is identical to that in Figure 6.6 on page 181
but with no pointers visible. Iterator versions of lenth() and max() are exercises.

6.3 The Composite State Pattern
The ListCS data structure described in this section is one of five list implementations
in the dp4ds distribution. The ListL data structure, or one of its variants in Figure
6.1, is the implementation used in practice. The other list implementations teach three
important OO design patterns— the Composite pattern, the State pattern, and the Visitor
pattern. Each list implementation other than ListL is a combination of one or more of
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